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Abstract - In the induction heating systems1 with voltage
source inverter and resonant L-LC load, different ways to
control the power transferred to the heated piece are possible. This paper takes into consideration separate control
loops for the inverter frequency and the power flow and the
focus is on the solution to regulate the inductor current
through the inverter input voltage. A transfer functions
based approach is adopted in the design of the control system. The types of controllers considered for the inverter
input voltage control are proportional integral derivative
and then proportional integral. The controllers tuning is
achieved by using the Modulus Optimum criterion in Kessler variant. It is pointed out that the controller’s parameters
in both variants do not depend on the inverter load. The
performances of the control system for both voltage controllers were tested and validated by simulation under the Matlab-Simulink environment by using real parameters of induction coils and heated pipes from a leading Romanian
manufacturer. The results prove the very good behavior of
the designed control loop with proportional integral derivative controller when both step and ramp input signal are
applied. On the other hand, the performances obtained with
a proportional integral controller are significantly weaker.

as pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), pulse-frequency
modulation (PFM), phase shift and pulse density modulation (PDM) [6], [7]. In [7], the L-LC resonant tank is designed with a matching transformer between the series
inductor and the LC resonant circuit and the output power
is controlled by the asymmetrical voltage cancellation
technique.
In this paper, the attention is directed to the control of
power transferred to the heated piece through the output
inverter voltage, which means the control of the average
voltage provided by the rectifier. Starting from the block
diagram based on transfer functions, the Modulus Optimum (MO) criterion is successfully applied in tuning the
voltage control loop.
II. STRUCTURE OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
In the adopted induction heating system shown in Fig.
1, the resonant DC-link converter consists of a fully controlled three-phase bridge rectifier, a voltage DC-link circuit, an IGBTs-based single-phase full-bridge voltage
source inverter, and a parallel resonant LC circuit coupled
at the inverter output via a matching inductor [8].
To significantly reduce the inverter switching losses,
the zero-current switching is under consideration. Therefore, the inverter operating frequency, which is controlled
by an auto-adaptive loop, must be slightly higher than the
resonant frequency of the equivalent circuit consisting of
the induction coil-heated piece in parallel with the resonant capacitor.
The control of the heating inductor current can be
achieved by controlling either the inverter output current
[9], or the square-wave inverter voltage, respectively the
average value of the voltage given by the rectifier to the
inverter input.
If the frequency control loop is fast enough, the control
of the current through inductor and the control of the inverter input voltage are practically equivalent.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Different types of systems with load commutated inverters were used in induction heating applications. Most
of them are based on single-phase current source inverters
with parallel resonant load or voltage source inverters with
series resonant load [1]-[7]. It was shown that the converter utilization is better in the case of the voltage source
resonant inverters, especially in the high frequency area
[1].
Although the traditional resonant circuit of the voltage
source inverter is formed by the heating coil in series with
a compensation capacitor, the researchers’ studies have
shown that a three element (L-LC) resonant load leads to a
smaller current through the transformer secondary and an
increased short-circuit immunity due to the inductive behavior of the load [2]-[5].
Different control strategies have been adapted for the
resonant inverters in induction heating applications, such

III. TRANSFER FUNCTIONS BLOCK DIAGRAM
The forward path in the block diagram shown in Fig. 2
consists of transfer functions associated to the voltage
controller -GRu(s), three-phase rectifier - GR(s) and voltage
DC-link GDC(s).
In the feedback path, the voltage transducer is assumed
as an element of proportional type.
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Fig. 1. Basic block diagram of the induction heating system.

To get away from the dominant time constants of the
DC-link circuit, in accordance with MO criterion, two
conditions are imposed in (3):

The specific constants are [9]:
KR – the proportional constant of the rectifier given by the
rms secondary voltage of the power transformer;
TP - the rectifier integral time constant which corresponds
to the average dead-time associated to the firing circuit;
Ted Rd  C d and Temd Ld Rd - the electric and electromagnetic time constants of the DC-link circuit;
KTu – the proportional constant of the voltage transducer.
Thus, the transfer function of the fixed part of the unity
feedback system is expressed as:
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After expressing the square of the above transfer function modulus,
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the condition of canceling the denominator term which
contain a difference leads to the following expression:

Ti

2K R KTuTP .

(8)

Taking also into account the previous conditions given
in (4), the other two parameters of the voltage controller
are provided, i.e.

(2)җ

.

(5)

On this basis, the transfer function of the closed-loop
unity feedback system can be written as:

Kp

are to be determined.
The design of the voltage controller follows the principle of the Modulus Optimum criterion in Kessler variant,
which is dedicated to the rapid systems [10], [11].
First, the open-loop unity feedback transfer function is
expressed as:
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A. PID controller design
A PID controller can be adopted for the voltage controller in order to remove the dominant time constants (Ted
and Temd). The associated proportional constant (Kp) and
integral and derivative time constants (Ti and Td) involved
the transfer function expression,
1  K pTi s  TiTd s 2

Temd Ted .

As a result, expression (3) becomes:

IV. VOLTAGE CONTROLLER DESIGN
A Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller and
then a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller are to be designed in order to be used in the inverter input voltage
control loop.
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B. PI controller design
When a PI controller is chosen, its transfer function is:
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The transfer function of the open-loop unity feedback
system takes the following form:
Gdu s
Fig. 2. Transfer functions based block diagram of the voltage loop.
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This time, the constant time of the rectifier can be removed by imposing the following condition:

K pTi

TP .

A. Case of the control system based on PID controller
The PID controller parameters resulted in accordance
with expressions (8)-(10) are: Ti =2.97 s; Td =6.73·10-8 s;
Kp = 6.73·10-5.
When a step voltage of 400 V is prescribed, the system
response has a half oscillation and shows good performance (Fig. 4).
The overshoot is of about 5% and, after about 16 ms,
the inverter input voltage accurately keeps its reference
value.
As it can be seen in Fig. 5, the same behavior of the
control system is obtained in the case of an increased set
voltage of 800 V. Concretely, the overshoot is the same
(5%) and the transient duration is increased with about
12.5% (from 16 ms to 18 ms).
The system response was also determined in the case of
a voltage ramp input voltage.

(13)җ

Thus, expression (12) becomes:
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Then, the transfer function of the closed-loop unity
feedback system is expressed as:
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The square of the transfer function modulus given in
(15) can be written as:
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It must be noticed that K4 is positive, as Temd !! Ted .
The condition of removing the coefficient of Z2 in (16)
leads to the following expression of the integral constant:
Ti

2 K R K TuTed .

(19)

After replacing (19) in (13), the expression of the proportional constant is obtained, i.e.:
Kp

TP
2 K R KTuTed

.

Fig. 4. PID-based control system behavior when a prescribed step
voltage of 400 V is imposed: a) Input inverter voltage (in black) and its
reference (in gray); b) PID controller input.

(20)җ

V. PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
The control system performance, in terms of system response when a prescribed step and ramp voltage is applied, has been tested by using the Simulink model shown
in Fig. 3. It is integrated in the global model of the voltage
and frequency regulation of the whole induction heating
system.
The system parameters are: the line-to-line supply voltage -660 Vrms; the supply frequency – 50 Hz; Rd = 0.1 :;
Ld = 0.1 mH; Cd = 2000 PF.
It is important to highlight that the controller’s parameters do not depend on the load parameters. Consequently,
the tuned voltage controller is unique for all range of pipes
to be heated.

Fig. 5. PID-based control system behavior when a prescribed step
voltage of 800 V is imposed: a) Input inverter voltage (in black) and its
reference (in gray); b) PID controller input.

Fig. 3. Simulink model of the voltage control loop.
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The prescribed ramp slope was adopted so that the final
value is reached after 0.02 seconds.
As shown in Fig. 6, when the set voltage is 800 V, a
low overshoot of about 1.25% occurs and the steady state
regime is reached in 0.035 seconds (Fig. 6).

B. Case of the control system based on PI controller
The PI controller parameters resulted in accordance
with expressions (19) and (20) are: Ti =0.3565 s; Kp =
4.67·10-3.
As it can be seen in Fig. 7, the step response of the voltage control system based on a PI controller tuned according to the Modulus Optimum criterion in Kessler variant is
totally improper.
The inverter input voltage is unacceptably high and its
evolution is oscillatory non-amortized. This is due to the
non-elimination of the specific time constant of the DClink circuit, which resulted in a negative coefficient of the
fourth degree term in the numerator of (16).
Starting from the premise that the instability may be
due to a too high gain, successive tests have been performed in order to determinate the set of controller parameters that provide an acceptable response for both step
and ramp inputs. The results are presented in Fig. 8 – Fig.
11.
As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, by reducing the proportional time constant and increasing the integral time constant, the system step response becomes stable.

Fig. 8. Response of the PI-based control system when a prescribed
step voltage of 800 V is imposed, for kp/5 and three values of Ti.

Fig. 9. Response of the PI-based control system when a prescribed
step voltage of 800 V is imposed, for kp/10 and three values of Ti.

Fig. 6. PID-based control system behavior when a prescribed ramp
voltage of 800 V is imposed: a) Input inverter voltage (in black) and its
reference (in gray); b) PID controller input.

Fig. 10. Response of the PI-based control system when a prescribed
ramp voltage of 800 V is imposed, for kp/5 and three values of Ti.

Fig. 7. Response of the PI-based control system when the designed
controller parameters are used and a prescribed step voltage of 800 V is
imposed.
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the correspondence between the inverter current and voltage at its input must be known.
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Fig. 11. Response of the PI-based control system when a prescribed
ramp voltage of 800 V is imposed, for kp/10 and three values of Ti.

An overshoot below 5% without oscillation is obtained
for the pairs (10Ti, Kp/5) and (10Ti, Kp/10). The transient
regime duration does not exceed 18 ms.
The controller parameters influence the quality of the
ramp response in the same manner (Fig. 10 and Fig. 11).
The best response corresponds to (10Ti, Kp/5), i.e. Ti
=3.565 s and Kp = 0.95·10-3.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the induction heating system with square-wave inverter voltage, the control loop of the inverter input voltage directly regulates the rms voltage at inverter output
and, consequently, the inverter current and the inductor
current.
By adopting a PID voltage controller tuned in accordance with the MO criterion in Kessler variant, the performance of the control system is very good for both step
and ramp inputs. When a PI voltage controller is chosen,
the controller tuning by successive tests is required and
the performances of the control system are worse.
It must be noted that the parameters of the designed
voltage controllers do not depend on the inverter load.
As the same inverter input voltage setpoint can be correct
for a particular heating pipe and unacceptable to another,
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